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This is one of the I Can Series of books that introduces and illustrates some basic yet important

concepts and terms for young Muslim children. These are explained with reference to their everyday

life and in the settings with which children are familiar. In simple, easy-to-understand language the

series presents Islam as a living reality to be experienced in daily life. It answers many questions

about Islam as faith which arise in the young, curious minds.For ages 3-5 years and the young at

heart.How do we pray to Allah? As we go about our busy lives, we pray to Him at home, in the

mosque, in the park, on the train or the bus, and everywhere else we can goâ€”even on the moon!
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Our daughter is 1.5 y.o. and is kind of obsessed with this book. I think it validates what she sees

everyday: praying at home, at the masjid and since we travel so much, praying on the "ay-pane"

(airplane)I'm giving this book 4 stars as compared to the other Islamic kids book out there, it's pretty

good. Sadly, however, that is not a high bar to pass. Like in other books, the illustrations are lacking.

The perspectives are off and kind of strange. Like in the mosque picture, how on earth do those

pillars make any sense?! It's almost comical. Sometimes the computer graphics are poorly

superimposed with things that don't match (like the butterflies and birds in the park page).Lastly, it's

kinf og annoying that the book does not rhyme, while it easily could! There are too many syllables in

one line and not enough in the other.An easy fix for the next edition.If the author chooses to publish,



I would suggest a better illustrator and rewording the lines for better rhythm and rhyming. This book

can be a real gem!

It's a pretty basic storyline which is fine given the age-group it is probably targeted for. What I find

seriously disappointing are the poor illustrations. Given this is targeted for the really young

audience, it needs to come with rich illustrations to grasp the attention and curiosity of our young

ones.

young one loves it.

Good but could be better if there was an actual plot to the story

These are amazing for my kids- I reverted to Islam a little less than 2 years ago (practicing much

longer) but it has been a big adjustment for my five sons and these books the entire series has been

a ton of help.

Great book. But my daughter is still young for it. she is 2.5 years.

mashallah, great book for toddlers.

Great book to read to toddlers so they understand the basics of prayer
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